## Business Non-Fiction
### Remote and Virtual Work

- **50 Activities to Kickstart Your Meetings** – Sivasailam Thiagarajan – BUSINESS 658.456 THIAGARAJAN
- **Engaging Virtual Meetings: Openers, Games, and Activities for Communication, Morale, and Trust** – John Chen – BUSINESS 658.4 CHEN
- **Go Live!: Turn Virtual Connections into Paying Customers** – Jeffrey H. Gitomer – BUSINESS 659.144 GITOMER
- **Great Pajama Jobs: How to Land a Job without the Commute** – Kerry Hannon – CAREER 650.14 HANNON
- **The Long-Distance Teammate: Stay Engaged and Connected While Working Anywhere** – Kevin Eikenberry – BUSINESS 650.1 EIKENBERRY
- **Managing Remote Staff: Capitalize on Work-from-Home Productivity** – Lin Grensing-Pophal – BUSINESS 658.3 GRENSINGPOPHAL
- **Parenting While Working from Home: A Monthly Guide to Help Parents Balance Their Careers, Connect with Their Kids, Establish Their Inner Strength** – Shari Medini and Karissa Tunis – BUSINESS 651 MEDINI
- **Remote, Inc.: How to Thrive at Work ... Wherever You Are** – Robert C. Pozen – BUSINESS 658.3 POZEN
- **Remote Work: Get a Job or Make a Career Working from Home** – Will Gant – BUSINESS 331.256 GANT
- **Remote Work Revolution: Succeeding from Anywhere** – Tsedal Neeley – BUSINESS 658.4 NEELEY
- **Rituals for Virtual Meetings: Creative Ways to Engage People and Strengthen Relationships** – Kursat Ozenc – BUSINESS 658.456 OZENC
- **Solo: How to Work Alone (and Not Lose Your Mind)** – Rebecca Seal – BUSINESS 658.312 SEAL
- **Transitioning to Virtual and Hybrid Events: How to Create, Adapt, and Market an Engaging Online Experience** – Ben Choder – BUSINESS 658.8 CHODOR
- **Work Together Anywhere: A Handbook on Working Remotely—Successfully—for Individuals, Teams, and Managers** – Lisette Sutherland – BUSINESS 651.7 SUTHERLAND
- **Working from Home: Making the New Normal Work for You** – Karen Mangia – BUSINESS 658.022 MANGIA
- **Working from Home for Dummies** – Tara Powers – BUSINESS 658.312 POWERS 2020
- **You’re on Mute: 101 Ways to Add Zip to Zoom and Not Look Tragic on Teams** – Jo Hoare – BUSINESS 384.556 HOARE
- **Zoom for Dummies** – Phil Simon – BUSINESS 005.376 SIMON
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